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Background: Temporal Point Processes

I Event sequence: S = {(ti , ki )}Ii=1, ki ∈ D.

I Counting processes: N = {Nk(t)}Kk=1. Nk(t) is the number
of type-d events occurring till time t.

I Intensity function: The expected instantaneous happening
rate of type-u events given the history.

λd(t) =
E[dNk(t)|Ht ]

dt
, Ht = {(ti , ki )|ti < t, ki ∈ D}.

Figure 1: Event sequences and intensity functions.



Hawkes Processes

Hawkes Process is a self-exciting multivariate point process
(SE-MPP), which has a particular form of intensity:

λk(t) = µk +
∑K

k ′=1

∫ t

0
φkk ′(t − s)dNk ′(s)

= µk +
∑

(ti ,ki )∈Ht
αkki exp(−δkki (t − ti )).

(1)

I µ = [µk ]: the exogenous fluctuation of the system.

I Φ = [φkk ′(t)]: the impact functions measuring the
endogenous triggering pattern of the type-k events on the
type-k ′ events.

I
∑

(ti ,ki )∈Ht
φkki (t − ti ): the accumulated endogenous intensity

caused by history.



Pros and Cons

Pros

I It has good interpretability, and is highly correlated to Granger
causality graph.
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Fig. 1. Asynchronously and interdependently generated high dimensional event data are fundamentally different from i.i.d. and time-series
data. First, observations for each dimension can be collected at different time points; Second, there can be temporal dependence as well
as cross-dimensional dependence. In contrast, the dimensions of i.i.d. and time-series data are sampled at the same time point, and in the
figure, different marks indicate potentially different values or features of an observation.

for large networks.
Our contributions. In this paper, we present a novel

online change-point detection framework tailored to multi-
dimensional intertwined event data streams over networks
(or conceptual networks) tackling the above challenges. We
formulate the problem by leveraging the mathematical frame-
work of sequential hypothesis testing and point processes
modeling, where before the change the event stream follows
one point process, and after the change the event stream
becomes a different point process. Our goal is to detect such
changes as quickly as possible after the occurrences. We
derive generalized likelihood ratio statistics, and present an
efficient EM-like algorithm to compute the statistic online
with streaming data. The EM-like algorithm is parameter-free
and can be implemented in a distributed fashion and, hence,
it is suitable for large networks.

Specifically, our contributions include the following:
(i) We present a new sequential hypothesis test and like-

lihood ratio approach for detecting changes for the event
data streams over networks. We will either use the Poisson
process as the null distribution to detect the appearance
of temporal independence, or use the Hawkes process as
the null distribution to detect the possible alteration of the
dependency structure. For (inhomogeneous) Poisson process,
time intervals between events are assumed to be indepen-
dent and exponentially distributed. For Hawkes process, the
occurrence intensity of events depends on the events that
have occurred, which implies that the time intervals between
events would be correlated. Therefore, Hawkes process can
be thought of as a special autoregressive process in time,
and multivariate Hawkes process also provides a flexible
model to capture cross-dimension dependency in addition
to temporal dependency. Our model explicitly captures the
information diffusion (and dependencies) both over networks
and time, and allows us to aggregate information for weak
signal detection. Our proposed detection framework is quite
general and can be easily adapted to other point processes.

In contrast, existing work on change-point detection for
point processes has also been focused on a single stream
rather than the multidimensional case with networks. These
work including detecting change in the intensity of a Poisson
process [9]–[11] and the coefficient of continuous diffusion
process [12]; detecting change using the self-exciting Hawkes
processes include trend detection in social networks [13];

detecting for Poisson processes using a score statistic [14].
(ii) We present an efficient expectation-maximization (EM)

like algorithm for updating the likelihood-ratio detection
statistic online. The algorithm can be implemented in a
distributed fashion due to is structure: only neighboring nodes
need to exchange information for the E-step and M-step.

(iii) We also present accurate theoretical approximation to
the false-alarm-rate (formally the average-run-length or ARL)
of the detection algorithm, via the recently developed change-
of-measure approach to handle highly correlated statistics.
Our theoretical approximation can be used to determine the
threshold in the algorithm accurately.

(iv) Finally, we demonstrate the performance gain of our
algorithm over two baseline algorithms (which ignore the
temporal correlation and correlation between nodes), using
synthetic experiments and real-world data. These two baseline
algorithms representing the current approaches for processing
event stream data. We also show that our algorithm is very
sensitive to true changes, and the theoretical false-alarm-rates
are very accurate compared to the experimental results.

Related work. Recently, there has been a surge of in-
terests in using multidimensional point processes for mod-
eling dynamic event data over networks. However, most of
these works focus on modeling and inference of the point
processes over networks. Related works include modeling
and learning bursty dynamics [5]; shaping social activity
by incentivization [15]; learning information diffusion net-
works [4]; inferring causality [16]; learning mutually exciting
processes for viral diffusion [17]; learning triggering kernels
for multi-dimensional Hawkes processes [18]; in networks
where each dimension is a Poisson process [19]; learning
latent network structure for general counting processes [20];
tracking parameters of dynamic point process networks [21];
and estimating point process models for the co-evolution
of network structure an information diffusion [22], just to
name a few. These existing works provide a wealth of tools
through which we can, to some extent, keep track of the
network dynamics if the model parameters can be sequentially
updated. However, only given the values of the up-to-date
model parameters, especially in high dimensional networks,
it is still not clear how to perform change detection based on
these models in a principled fashion.

Classical statistical sequential analysis (see, e.g., [23],
[24]), where one monitors i.i.d. univariate and low-
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Cons

I The capacity of the model is low.

I The strong assumptions may lead to model misspecification.



Nonlinear Hawkes Processes

To overcome this problem, nonlinear Hawkes process is proposed.

I Essentially, nonlinear Hawkes process modulates tradtional
Hawkes process with an nonlinear activation function, which is
called decomposable self-modulating MPP (D-SM-MPP).

I In that case, the parameters can be negative, which are more
flexible.

λk(t) = fk(λ̃k(t)),

λ̃k(t) = µk +
∑

(ti ,ki )∈Ht
αkki exp(−δkki (t − ti )),

f (x) = ReLU(x), s log(1 + exp(x/s))︸ ︷︷ ︸
“softplus”

, ...
(2)



Neural Hawkes Processes
Authors propose a neural Hawkes process (N-SM-MPP),
replacing traditional Hawkes process term with continuous-time
LSTM and enhancing model capacity accordingly.

I wk is the parameter specified for each event type.

I h(t) is a multivariate function, which is the hidden state of a
continuous-time LSTM.



Discrete LSTM

Long-Short Term Memory
• The main difference between LSTM and standard RNN model is that it contains a forgetting cell in the model.


• c_{t-1} is called memory cell input from previous step.


• Hat{c}_{t} is called candidate memory of current step


• f_t is the forgetting gate, which decides how many things should be forgotten from c_{t-1}.


• i_t is the input gate, which decides how many things should be remembered from candidate memory hat{c}_{t-1}.


• c_t is the memory generated at current step, which is the weighted sum of input gate’s output and forget gate’s output.


• o_t is the output gate, which decides how many things from the current memory c_t should be used to represent current 
latent representation.


• h_t is the final latent representation we obtained from c_t.

I One input gate it
I One forgetting gate ft
I One output gate ot

I One candidate memory cell c̃t
I One memory cell ct
I One hidden state ht



Continuous-Time LSTM
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I Two input gates ii , īi ; Two forgetting gates fi , f̄i ; Two
memory cells c(t) and c̄i ; One shared candidate memory zi

I The memory cell c(t) actually saves the temporal decay
between previous c̄i and intermediate ci .



Learning Algorithm

Traditional MLE is used to learn the proposed model:

max
θ

∑
(ti ,ki )∈D

λki (ti )−
∑
k

∫ T

0
λk(s)ds. (3)

The integration term is estimated by Monte Carlo sampling, and a
local optimum can be learned by SGD.



Experimental Results: Twitter Data

This dataset is with K=3 user types. For each user, we observed
his/her time-stamped retweets from other users (with different
types).



Experimental Results: MemeTrack Data

This dataset is with K=5000 event types. It considers the reuse of
fixed phrases, or “memes,” in online media. It contains
time-stamped instances of meme use in articles and posts from 1.5
million different blogs and news sites.



Summary

I A neural Hawkes process model is proposed, which is consist
of a continuous-time LSTM.

I The proposed model has higher model capacity and can
describe more complicated generative mechanism of event
sequences.

I It is not as interpretable as traditional Hawkes process.


